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ABS'L'RACf

A.n. exploratipn 6f sorn,e of the rriCl,j or variables wh:j..ch define and set the

limits of politic~l justice in a society are presented. Political justice

is vieweq. <3.$ the. use of the legal process to enhance the power and. author

ity 6f a regime. It is frequently utilized to impose sanction~J disadvan

j:::agesJ or constraints on gro1,lps or .individual£ whose activities represent

actllal.or potential threats to the maintenance of regime allthori ty.

Political j usticeis endemic to nontotalitarian societies. Its use

and forms of occurrence will vary accorciing to (1) perceptions of ex:j..sting

levels qf reg:j..me~upportJ (2) perceptions of the scope and severity of

threats to regime al,lthori~y, (3) the type of groups and individuals regarded

as the source of these threats , (4) variables such as the levels of consen

sus and social cohes~on 'ilit;hin a society, and (5) norms of justice and

fairness which may b~ sqid to condition and set some limits on the use or

misuse of the le~al process.
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POLITICAL JUSTICE AND SYSTEM MAINTENk~CE:

AN OVERVIEW OF S01:1E MAJOR VARIABLES

1.

Th~ concept of political justice is as important to understand as it

is difficult to define. Clearly, it involves the use of the legal process

to affect the balance of political power in a society. Often, though not

always, it involves the use of the courts and is equated with what are

popularly denominated as "political trials." Although legally only indi-

viduals are charged with crimes, we may distinguish political justice from

ordinary criminal justice by stressing its focus (direct or indirect) on a

rang~'of group or class
l

interests other than the individual interests of

the defendant.

The traditional focus of political justice studies has been on criminal

trials. It might be more comprehensive and more functional to define

political justice as an alternative authority enforcement device, an auxil-

iary weapon to protect consensus, enhance authority and bolster minimum

levels of regime support, where ordinary political and legal means are

inadequate. Political justice, through legal process, seeks to impose

sanctions, disadvantages, and constraints on groups or individuals whose

activities represent an actual or potential threat to public order and to

the maintenance of the authority of the regime.

Political justice is especially relevant to dynamic societies whose

traditional bounds of social order are being questioned. It is a way of

managing change before other, more permanent, arrangements can be made--a

method of mediating ~onflict and reducing tensions as the balance of power

between groups and interests shifts and the capacity of more formal insti-

tutions to fulfill this role according to previously agreed-upon rules lags
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behind~ Not only is political justice an important means of both adjudica-

t~v~ and nonadjudicative conflict resolution, but in times of stress it may

·be ul3~d to mediate conflicts at a relatively low level of visibility, uti

L~?ing mostly. ~hott~term solutions, which are not too uncomfortably far

2
. from th~ political center.

'l'h;i.s approach to political justice is functional and nonideological.
. .

He are interested, as political analysts, in understanding and explaining

the existerice ot a widespread phenomenon--why, when, and how it occurs, and

its imp<;lct .. Most studies have treated political justice as a lamentable

pat1;hology Or as a sign of politica,l decay. One of the enduring myths of

tqe liberal democratic state is that political justice is an aberration--

inconsistent with the rule of law and contrary to the norms and ideals of

lib~tal demo~rac;:y. . But political jus tice need not be viewed as an abnor

mality. Indeed,· pol;i.tical justice is not unrelated to the existence and

to the maintenance of the very liberal principles of which it is said to be

b
. 3su vers~ve.. ~fuile incidents of political justice often do represent indi-

vidual excesses, more often and more importantly they are the product of

~ystematic fqrces at work in a society. Yet, as Balbus has perceptively

noted, theories of the liberal state are particularly unreceptive to this

4notion. The orthodox deny that legal repression is possible, so long as

the n'orms of the liberal state are faithfully adhered to. Of course, such

:repression d<?es or may occur;· they attribute this fact: to a failure of

individuals to conform to the normS of due process. On the other side,

the radical critics simply assert that repression is inherent in capitalist

liberalism, and confine themselves to a condemnation of the entire system,

in,cluding· it!? . law pnd courts.
5

Both views do not help us understand the

.persistence ~d compatibility of liberalism and political justice.
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Another explanation for th~ aberrational myth of political justice

lies in the subjectivity of the terms involved. In American society there

ifila cOjllmon tenq.enc;:.y to .;tttdbute a 'negative conn9tation to anything

described as "political." The terms political and, justice are viewed as

a~tithetical. A "political" solution is one which emphasizes bargainin15,

con:\l.~rom~se~ expediency, and value relativism, "Jl,lstice" represents a differ~

ent set of yalues., m1atever one's choice of 'definition, justice is asso-

aia~ed with such concepts as fairness and rightness--a moral constant in a
, 6

world qf declining and relativistic v~rtue. The emotive discordancy

bet"7een the two terms is acute.

Lack of agreement on a definition of justice is also part of the

problem of defining political justice. It may be, as John Rawls has sug~

gested, thatlljustice i~ the first virtue of social institutions. ,,7 , But

this primacy is, if anything, enhanced because it is a relatiVely vague

II cll,lster" concept, difficult to operationalize and available as an impor-

tant political symbol to those on both sides of many important issues.

Rawls argues that justice provides a necessary (though not exclusive) set

of principles for assigning :t;'ights, duti~s, and advantages in a society ,

and that it serves as a standard for evaluating governmental action. Of

c::ourse, the existence ?-mong individuals of a "shared conception of justice"

makes the process of allocation and evalu.;ttion substantially easier, But

it is not the ontY, value for which a com)Ilonly shared conception is an impor-

tant parameter of social cohesion and integration. Common religious

beliefs, shared economic goals an~ statuses, and common adversaries are

just thre~ of many other pqssible values or conditions which may underwrite

consensus and harmony iII a society. Moreover, observers often presume a

shared conception of lljustice'l because of some consensus (or lack of

... ----- --- - --------.._--_... ------- ------------------~~-~--~-----,'
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expreSE/ d;i.ss~nsus) which in fact results froID other factors. But even

assuming that Rawls is cor-rect ~ the real virtue of justice may be precisely

that it is widely evailable as .iJ. symbol of reassurance-.,..to society and

self. Also, though people ·may agree on an .abstract formulation of justice,

in concrete operational terms, ·and in a particular situation they may

reveal great stress ~ disagreement and conflic;.t. (The same is true of such

idea,ls and basic norms as free speech.) It may be that effective justice

is alw~ys~ in the broad sense, political.

Political justice may, and often'does~ involve misuse of governmental

power.· But it is not ~ se dependent on illegal actions by governmental

officials. Nor is all govern~ent illegality to be described as political

justice. La-tv,...breaking on the part of public officials obviously does

occur~ but political justice may be most effective whe~ it occurs within

the 'limits,--though perhaps near the margins--of legality. Edelman has

noted the imprecision of legal language~ and its consequent impact on the

behavior of citizens and public officials alike. Legality and illegality

are not di9hotomous variables but merely formal representations of the end

points of a continuum which defines the acceptability and legitimacy of the

act~ of citizens q.nd public officials, 8 The law-abidingness of private

citizens is often judged according to situational factors~ and allowances

made ('Q.oth by la~v enforcement off:(.cials and individual citizens themselves)

for conditions which mad~ obediepce, to law impractical~ impossible, immoral

9
011 in derogation of other w:i,dely held values. So too the legality of

offidal a8ts is often ambiguous and a matter of degree. The prevailing·

politica..l climate, the source and degree of threats to its hegemony which

a regime p'erceives, the importance of certain goals, the clarity and
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enforceability qf applicable legal or constitutional standards, and the

perceived costs and benefits of pursuing a particular policy .;:l.re all to be

consigered in' determil1ing the legitimacy of governmentt?-l action. This is

nott6 deny the'importance of formal leg{il r\lles or standards of justice

in guiding official behavior; it merely recognizes their li~it~tions anq

inh~rent inflexibility.

Law itself often specifies conditions under which otherwiseprohioited

governmen t actions are pern;litted. In the United States, constitutional

provistons, for the establishment of martial law'and suspension of the wll'it

of habeas cor:pusco~e to mind. A vast array of less obvious statutes and

precedents provide for invocation or exercise of emergency powers~y the

10
exe<;:utive. Some of these are of particular importance to the question of

political justice, because they empower the government to deal with groups

or individuals in what othen7ise would be clearly illegal wo?ys. Th~ remova.l

of ~apanese Americans from their west coast homes during World War II was a
11

blatant ~d la~ge scale example. Few today would support a similar action

by tlte goverm:J.ent. Yet in upholding portions of President Roosevelt's

executive order, the Supr~me Coprt approved the concept that emergency

situations might legitim:i,ze even so blatant a repression of individual

'h 12ng 1=s. Similar arguments were made by the government in the recent

d<;>mestic; wiretap case,;l.3 and by' the' Nixon: Administration' in defen13e of some

f ' '. 1 ' I' '., 1,4o ltS 1nterna securlty po lCleS. The Supreme Court's rejection of the

government' s argument~·-t1tat it had the, right to, wiretap without Jllclicial

warrant in domestic security investigations~-mayhave set ~ome fresh'

I , i 15+mts •. +t remains to be seen how effective such limitsare'i~ practice.

Even "V'here the law does not specifically provide for exci?ptions to its

----- .-._----~------_.
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rl-l1~~, it; oft~n invites except;ionp through ambiguity, and ;in the complex

re+ativity of meanS anr,'l ends. The ~h~ef executive is charged with major

responsibi~ity for prQtecting national $ecurity; the prosecutor and po1ice-

man TN'ith presE}rving the public orr,'ler. It is not difficult to understand

how t;hese (valid} ends are frequent;+y invoked to justify (invalid) means~

Wheflbri'~rrioves away from the f~dera:1 gove:t;nment's conc.ern with

"J;1.at:l,ona1 secl,lvi1:y"-r-admit ted1y a glT8.y area in 'which the limits of execu·-

tive po~"er are most diffi.cu1t to define--to the more mundane relations

betTlleen government M~ citizens, and from re1at'ive1y formal government
. . '

actiQl1;s to the m1,.!rk,y ~¥aters of adillinistrt:j.tive de~isions, t;he definition of

.1,ega+iJ;:y is, not significantly clearer.' Here the disc.retion of officials is

~reatest, the vis:j.pili ty p:f1 governmen t policies 10~,1, and opportunities for

. 'f' .. d 16'Il!f,Elupe 0, power maX1In~jle . Misuse of power is often equated with

pruta1it;y, Or ove!'2;ea10usnessin prosecuting the opponents. of a regime.
, ' ,

" ,

But, 'para~oxically,the American 'tradi~ion ,of underenforcement of the law

maY be an equally' effect1.ve weapon of political justice. Political justice

Eihou1dbe seen not only as~¥hat government doep to its enemies, but also iIi

the disparity bet;ween the treatment accorded to ,enemies and friends.

Our view of political justiqe does not r,leperid on, the motivation of

p61ieymakers. Qu;estions of m9tivation are, in any case, almost totally

resistant tp obj\'!~tivec1assificatiop" in the absence of exp10raiions at

the individual 1eve1.~7 'Motivation is a1sp difficult to define. In any

18
event;, political justi¢e ~s an in$titut;ionalized phenomenon. It can

exist; and be I=fte~tive without '''bad intent P on the part of individual

actoFEj? and ibc@ fail to have anY substantial irnpact even where such,

i.n tentis present.
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Political justice is rarely the purposive and rational enterprise

which is often implied or attributed to it. .It shares with other govern-

mental p01icymaking the common characteristic~ of incrementalism, mixed

motivation, confusion of ends and means, inadequate calculation of po1it~

ical policy impact,. inadequate informational base, inadequate resources,

lack of cohesiveness, and lack of control over outcomes. Indeed, these

prob1e~$ may be particularly acute in the case of policies of political

justice because, by their very nature, they usually cannot be articulated

and defended as legitimate goverriment actions,

Our exploration of political justice in this paper will also stop

short of a full a~sessment of its impact. The outcomes of particular po1it-

ica1 trials are eapi1y observed in terms of the fate of individual defen-

dants. nut our view of political justice encompass~s more than political

trials. It covers a wider range of governmental activities, and the impact

f h . .. . d' ff d d' ff' 1 19o t ese act~v~tU\S ~s ~ - use an J. _ J.cu t to measure.

The remainder of this paper is a theoretical exploration of the main

attributes and functions of political justice. Necessarily it stops short

of denoting precise boundaries. For the sake of convenience and conceptual

clarity, we will discuss first the goals and strategies of political

justice, and then some of_the variables most likely to structure its use.

II

POLITICAL JUSTICE--GOALS AND STRATEGIES

Political justice is an instrument of government policy, not an end in

itself. In its different forms it is most likely to be utilized as a tactic

20
in the achievement of three cat~gories of goals. +n the first category

- ------------------------- --------- --------~-
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are goals which emphasize deterrence, rehabilitation, or reintegration. of

target groups. The assumption is that the targeted deviance is largely

individual and reparable. In this context th~ focus of political justice

is likely to be cooptative and even ameliorative. Relatively innocuous

concessions made by members of target groups, such as symbolic acts of

contrition or other reaffirmations of the faith, may satisfy the govern

ment. A rehabilitative policy may also take the form of positive rewards

granted in return for political acquiescence and support; more subtly it

may involve increasing dependency through resource redistribution.

The second category emphasizes containment. It is a more group

oriented policy which may depend on relatively informal restraints but

which may also require more formal measures such as the imposition of mild

sanctions or disqualification from certain offices, privileges and benefits.

It may also involve the passage or use of laws and other tactics by law

enforcement officials to harass groups by forcing them to exhaust their

resources in self-defense.

The third, most severe, and often most visible category of goals which

involves the use of political justice tactics emphasizes repression, retri

bution and, ultimately, extinction. It is directed at groups or individuals

whose very existence is so threatening to the regime that co-existence is

impossible. Rehabilitation or containment are rejected for either practical

or ideological reasons.

These categories are not mutually exclusive, either in the definition

of goals or in the choice of means. The use of a particular tactic or

strategy is as likely to depend on available resources or " traditional"

responses to certain types of provocations as it is to reflect carefully
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planned policies. As with many other governmental policies, means become

instrumental in the determination of goals; goals are often articulated

belatedly to explain means. And as with other policies, the public expla

nation of a government I s behavior may be designed to meet external s tan

dards, such as legality, regardless of the operative tactical goals. The

choice of tactics is also dictated by the perceived imminence and severity

of threat of the target group and the possibilities of resolving the group's

differences with the government by less formal and less drastic means. The

more dangerous a group, the more it is perceived as committed to its anti

system goals, the lower the threshold at which increasingly more repressive

countermeasures are likely to be initiated. Conversely, no matter how far

apart a group is from prevailing norms, it is not likely to face repressive

government action if its behavior, ideology, and life style are not per

ceived as imminent or credible threats--at least not beyond some mild form

of stigmatization of lbw-Ievel harrassment. The role of government at this

end of the continuum may be limited to intelligence gathering through sur

veillance of informers.

Most studies of political j,u/?tice have focused on the courts, and

especially on the "political trial" as the primary form of political jus

tice.Yet Kirchheimer was undoubtedly correct in viewing the political use

of the courts as ess~ntially a middle range policy, "neither the most inci

sive nor the most frequent form." He saw the role of the courts as partic

ularly useful in completing repression or harrassment, in the dramatization

of the legitimacy of a regime I s policies, and in rallying political support. 21

Political trials may be particularly useful in affirming official policies,

stigmatizing those who oppose them, and developing popular support for those
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policies and encouraging distrust of--and perhaps privately organized mea~

sures against--regime opponents. We refer here to their potential; polit-

ical trials can be quite risky to a regime. They may backfire badly; thus

h .. d' k h . 1 b' 22t e mot~vat~on to un erta'e suc tr~a s must e qu~te strong.

Kirchheim~r also noted that where large numbers of persons were

involved, administrative procedures might be more effective than political

23
trials. Courts are simply not set up to handle mass trials (witness the

difficulties, even with prior planning, in processing and in justifying the

. ,... . t d' th f b . ) 24 Th hprocess~ng or persons arres e ~n e course 0 ur an r~ots . e s ort-

cuts which must be ti3-ken and the high visibility of images conveyed by

such procedures produce enough negative symbols to effectively undercut

whatever gains in regime legitimacy and support might otherwise be realized.

Besides, courts are limited to those situations where regime opponents have

committed, or can be charged with, criminal violations. Even allowing for

the flexibility which the government has in defining crimes such as con-

spirac.y, this still leaves a considerable range of "subversive" activity

which cannot be packaged into a criminal charge. The bureaucratization of

political justice offers one rather underexplored alternative. It is likely

to be particularly efficacious if we are concerned not only with the overt,

obvious, and easily identified political crime, but with a range of less

visible,less overt, and less easily definable acts which, additively, may

have an equally profound and disturbing effect on the maintenance of the

system.

Alan Wolfe has classified "repressive laws" in such a way ~s to accom

modate a range of strategies wider than use of criminal law alone.
25

Wolfe

recpgnizes that the forms of legal repression may be judicial, administrative,
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and executive. Wolfe distinguishes among the following: (1) harrassment

laws, such as vagrancy statutes, whose original intent was more neutral than.

its current repressive use (he ignores the long-time repressive use of the

la,w of vagrancy); (2) obligatory laws, such as the selective service act,

which impose obligations generally but which fall most heavily upon certain

disfavored groups; (3) inclusion laws, which are designed to affix labels

which might form the basis for later discrimination, e.g., laws about

aliens; (4) process laws, such as the conspiracy statutes, which punish not

illegal acts but the process of planning illegal acts; (5) public order

laws, which criminalize riotous and other forms of disorderly conduct or

require permission for parades or otherwise limit political expression;

(6) preventive laws, designed to control those who are potentially disrup-

tive; and (7) explicitly political laws, such as the various espionage and

sedition statutes which, in Wolfe's view, tend to follow rather than cause

h 'd d . l' , f d ' 26t e repreSSlon an eVlta lzatlon 0 eVlant groups.

Suggestive as they are, Wolfe's categories are too legalistic and

confining. Laws can be put to different uses, depending on the situation

and the objects of attack. For example, containment may be achieved in a

number of vlays, and may include tactics of harassment. Containment may

succeed merely by discrediting ideological foes; or it may capitalize on

intragrou:p conflicts of differences in the vulnerability of group members.

Weak group members may be coopted into informer roles, or into· accepting

some mainstream values and working for these values within the group. Thus

it seems better now simply to recognize that there are clusters of strategies

which may contribute to harassment, containment, or retribution, and that

the success of particular strategies is an empirical question very much

dependent on circumstance and situation.
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MAJOR VARIABLES DEFINING SELECTION OF STRATEGIES

Allowing that political justice is not a perfectly rational enterprise,

it is helpful to assess how close it does--or might---come to such a stan

darq. Ideally, some form of cost-benefit analysis would precede any deci

sion to pursue a particular strategy fo political justice. Such a calculus

'would necessarily involve agreement on what a particular regime would

require to maintain authority. How much authority might be gained--or

lost--from following a particular strategy? Hhat are the consequences of

failure--or only partial success? Is failure more costly than mere inac

tion? Hill a particular tactic provoke the sort of resistance that

strengthens the opposition and requires further--and perhaps excessive and

even more costly---government action? Hhat about backlash? Tactics of

political justice are often pursued not so much for their effect on target

groups as for their value in providing symbolic reassurance to supporters

of the government. Government acts as an agent of one group in trying to

repress another. But there is always the risk of losing some support.

Tactics which exceed acceptable norms of procedure may alienate one segment

of support, while tactics which are insufficiently positive and authori

tarian may alienate another. Efforts to meet both types of criticism would

be contradictory and might serVe to expose the weaknesses of a regime,

instead of adding to its authority. And there is 'always the problem that

intensive efforts to eliminate deviant groups may escalate into a much

larger sphere or more intense conflict which the regime is not equipped to

handle.

At the foundation of any determination of strategy is a set of assump

tions about existing levels of regime support, about popular commitment to
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compliance with lffiv, about popular tolerance for marginally legal tactics

(which, of course, may depend on who, ~d how dangerous, the opposition is

perceived to be), qud about the utility and efficacy of coercive sanctions.

How do subjects generally, and dissidents in particular, view the regime?

Are we talking about fully allegiant citizens, or citizens who may comply

but not really support the political order? In Richard Rose's terms, is

the regime seen as fUlly legitimate in the eyes of its dissident subjects?27

Is their opposition to specific policies, to the regime generally, or both?

These are important questions which are not canvassed adequately in strat-

egic planning, yet which may pmverful1y affect the outcome. Rose argues,

in the context of his study of Northern Ireland, that in a regime which is

not fully 1egiti~ate the institutions of law may contribute mainly to dis-

28
order. It remains an important empirical question to determine if this

observation is applicable in the United States. But there is enough par

tial evidence to suggest that it is. 29 . In communities ~7here the police or

courts are viewed as repressive, even "properll law enforcement techniques

are viewed a~ provocative efforts of repression. There are many imp1ica-

tions of this observation. For our purposes it serves mainly to remind us

;first that law is not ~ se an alternative to or a means of preventing

political justice. A "legal" Qr "legalizing" solution may be viewed very

differently by those who acceptor reject the basic legitimacy of legal

institutions. Second, the observation serves to emphasize the convergence

of roles and perceptions that constitutes one of the· main operative compo-

. nents of political justic;:e.· Political justice is not just vJhat government

does to its enemi~s, but what grows out of a set of relationships between

. d.. 30government an ltS opponents.
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Within this framework we.extend our inquiry by concentrating on two

sets of variables: societal norms of justice and fairness which limit the

optio~s of political justice; and the nature and perception ~f threats.

Nor~s of Justice and Fairness. In any society there are likely to be
1\

a set of nor~s which define the boundaries of acceptable use of the legal

process, and of political action generally. In the United States the most

i~pdrtantis ·the ewphasis on the rule of law itself and the notion of fair-

ness which not onlypervad,es the legal process but contributes import~tly

to thol3~ percept:f"q~S of legitimacy ~vhich underwrite support of political

regimes; As we have Seen, the concept. of justice is very complex, but cer-

tain ~undamental aspects stand out. For example, one can differentiate

conceptuall?', b~tween procedural and substantive justice. The former is

concerriedwith tules and processes by which public and private decisions

are made. The latter is concerned with outputs and outcomes, and focuses

on the distribu'tion of commodities like wealth, honor, status, and material

goods. It is often called distributive justice, and may include also a

negative or corrective component such as punishment or penalty for the com-

mission of a wrongful act, and the assessment of compensation for damages

done tqothers.

Procedural and s~bstantive justice are often separated analytically,

but in practice they are interrelated. Procedural rules may be neutrally

appli~d to all fit cases, but they are rarely neutral in the sense of value-

free. It is, more than theoretica 11',' possible, as E<;imond Cahn has noted,

fot fair procedu:t;"esto mask substantive injustice. 31 Typj.cally, this is one

of the forms of what is. called poll t l.cal justice. L,aw is not so much a set
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. of ru1e.e;for the .cont:ro1 of private interests as it is a reflection of such

interests as have acquired dominance in political, social, and economic life.

vfuat on~ ~roup sees as f~ir another may view as oppressive. What the law

enforces is 1i~e1y to be the set of interests which is most powerful ~n a

community, or for which adequate supporting resources exist. The quest for

justice ts not anarmchqir undertaking in logic, but a real and often brutal

competitive undertaking in which abstract conclusions about what is right

play but a limited role.

Even where nominally fair procedures exist they are not likely to

produce equitable results when ~pplied to individuals of markedly different

32resources. Vnder certain conditions recourse to the courts may narrow

the gap or reduce the advantages caused by unequal resources. But it may

also favor those a1reacly advantaged. However adITan tages are computed, the

government is almost always advantaged when it goes to court. Thus, theo-

retica11y f~ir procedures may not only mask substantive injustice but exac-

b . 33er ate J.t.

In tpeUnited States, procedural justice is most often symbolized by

the eyo1ving concept of "due process of 1aw.1! In its legal context, due

proce$s is aSi;3ociated with the right to a fair hearing, to adequate notice

and oPPQitun~ty to defend one$e1f against charges, and the right to be

Judgep by an impartial arbiter according to a set of previously determined

. 34
rules. It is also the right of equality of treatment by agents of the

government-~equality in.relatiop both to how others are treated, and to

Qne's individual capacities and needs.

The thrust of the idea of just procedures is not limited to government

action. . The idea pervades many social processes, and governs a ~vide variety

I
I
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of private relationships and efforts at dispute settlement. It has become

a forceful standard of judgment for the law and official action, consti~

tutin~, in Lon Fuller's phrase, the lIinner morality" of law and the basis

. 35
of its legitimacy., Indeed so pervasive is the idea (even allowing for

differences in its basic formulation) that, under the rubric of "legality"

l' t h b . d 1 f .. 1 t 1 1.' 36as ecome an 1 eo ogy; or some 1t 1S a mos a secu ar re 1910n.

Legality is often equated with justice. As Fuller has said in another

conte:ll:t, "If we do things the right way, we are likely to do the right

thing.1!37 Yet it seems clear that legality and justice are not indistin-

guishable. Internally. consistent rules may not be just in every case.

And such rules may not produce just results. To equate legality with

justice is to lllake the untenable assumption that the law has only one end

.and aim, and that is justice. Yet there are other social functions of law,

which may depend on the appearance of justice, rather than on its actual

achievemen t.

Indeed, justic:e and law are by no means identical. One must remember

the distin~tiO]:1 between twO central strains in the concept of law: law as

enhancing and upholding governmental institutions, and law as upholding and

protecting indivldual rights. The chief function of law in many societies

is simply to sustain the ruling authorities: this conception is often

associated with a culture in which citizens are reluctant to press claims

for individual rights. Rights-consciousness is considered vulgar and dis-

harmonious to social unity, and soci1aunity is more important than indi

vidual satisfactions.~8

The idea of law as the embodilllent of i~dividual rights is, of course,

central to Anglo-American law, and it is that conception on which the
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alleged unity of law and justice is based. But the first strain is also

present, as indeed it--or some substitute--would have to be in any viable

system of legal governance. It is seen most obviously in the criminal law,

and in the extensive laws and rules which support the operations of govern-

mentand government officials and enhance their legitimacy and claim to

the right to govern. The arguments in favor of a strong sense of civil

obligation and obedience to law rest on the implicit assumption that the

government itself is bound by the law. Yet in the final analysis it is the

government or its agen,ts "V7hich decide what the law means.

The clash between these two strains of law is often resolved explicitly

by judicial decisions which weigh the claim of citizen rights against the

needs of officials,to carry out their tasks. More often perhaps, it is

resolved impli~itly when public officials make discretionary decisions

which take into account local customs and pragmatic needs of governace as

well as the formal +aw. Daniel Boorstin has reminded us of the ambivalence

39with which Americans have traditionally viewed the law. Those who equate

law and justice have resolved at least part of that ambivalence by treating

law and justice in their most idealistic and complementary form.

It is widely recognized, that general rules which appear just may in

'particular instances produce obvious injustice. Here too the equation of

law and justice is less than perfect. In a legal system composed of rules,

justice requires some provision for discretion, some leeway for individual-

ization of cases. Rules mus't be both uniform and equitable. As Harold

Ofstad has noted

An impartia+ judge may be unjust because he sends everybody
to the gallows. The kind judge may be intolerably partial
if he is kinder to his friends than to his enemies. Impar
tiality is necessary but not sufficient for justice. Or, in
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other words, it is sufficient for--and perhaps identical
with--formal justice; but formal justice is only necessary
and by no means sufficient for the realisation of material
justice. 40 .

The optimal balance between rule inflexibility and official discretion

is not uniformly or objectively ascertainable. It may be, as the Supreme

Court of the United States has recently decided, that the absence of any

rationalizing principle in the application of the death penalty makes its

imposition unjust and unconstitutional. Yet is would seem open to serious

question whether uniform and unremitting application of the death penalty

would be more just (although perhaps in the view of some of the current

. . ld b . d' h h ..) 41justlces lt wou e more ln accor Wlt t e constltutlon •

Kenneth Davis has argued that the application of rules is "principled"

while unf~ttered discretion opens the door to "emotions, favoritism, and

politics. 1142 His is another version of the ideology that jus tice is best

served in a regime of strict adherence to rule. He may be correct in

observing that the legal system contains far too much broad discretion,

erring on the side of increasing the risks of arbitrariness (though also

the capacity for individualization) rather than on the side of making law

too narrow and inflexible to take account of individual differences. The

tendency to broad discretion probably reflects the need to accommodate con-

flicting social norms in a m~lticultural society, blending these into a

system of laws that is nominally uniform. Discretionary power is an impor-

tant variable in the allocation of advantages to individuals and groups,

and a critical component of political justice.

The relationship of social justice to individual justice is also a

difficult problem of defining the boundaries of our subject. 43 Justice for

~ndividuals is closely related to procedures and the capacity for
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individualization; social justice, however, is more than the sum of indi-

vidual cases of justice; it takes into account the needs of the society as

a whole. In so doing, it may have to violate norms which, in an individual

context, are highly legitimate. Individual justice and social justice are

often competitive if not mutually exclusive. Individual justice requires

restraint on state power; social justice is a distributive concept. The

notion of equality is important'to both. Some argue that equality suggests

uniformity. The state must confer upon persons such resources as will pro-

duce a high degree of uniformity in possessions and equality of resources

and advantages (or withdraw from those with excess resources). A more

restricted view is that social justice requires equality of opportunity or

access, but not necessarily uniformity in outcome. Each of these views, of

course, expresses a different conception of human nature, genetic endow-

ments, and of the relationship of the individual to the state. Though

political justice can sometimes be measured by the degree of unequal treat-

ment of groups or individuals, much inequality is unrelated to political

justice; certainly the two are not synonomous.

Considerations of what is just for the individual and what is just or

possible within the social unit raises the issue of political obligation

and consent. These in turn evoke questions about the legitimacy of

governing institutions and law, and those who exercise governmental power.

Concepts of justice are important standards for evaluating the legitimacy

of a regime or of particular policies or acts. Satisfying the norms of,
justice is an important political resource and a powerful symbol. To

assert the justness of one's regime or cause is to deny legitimacy to those

who oppose it. For those in opposition the ciaim of injustice is a potent

~~- ---------------------- - - ----------------------------------------- ----_._-_._--
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battle cry. More important, it may serve to weaken the loyalties of citi

ze~~ and justify, if not promot~, attempts at regime change.

The sources of claims of ~njusttce are numerous. To be most meaning

ful and politically useful they must be defined within the structure of a

politic~l system. For exampl~, the rights of individuals, though often

stated in, .universa1istic terms, mu~t relate to the purposes of the polit:-

·ica1 organization of which they are a part. The western democratic liberal

tradition of governance i~ relatively ~imited in scope. Its aims are to

maximize individual justice and fr~edom of choice, although as some critics

have pointed out, liberalism s~eks to strike a delicate balance between

liberty arid order, which necessitates some ambiguity toward the range of

permi~sib1e individu~l acts and the appropriate governmental actions needed

1;:0 maintC!,in order.·

Except where the inter~sts of the state are claimed to be paramount,

as in ~~curity matters, or in the maintenance of public order, the preserva

tionof individual rights is seen as the essence of justice. ~fuere the

goals and purposes of the 'state are greater tpan the sum of individual

satisfactions, as reflected in greater state involvement in economic and

social planning (an,d possibly an official ideology to which all must sub

scribe), then justice i~ likely to be defined and measured in social or

metasocia1 terms. In the first instance law may be seen (however inaccur

ately) as th~ emqodiment of justice. In the second, justice may be achieved

through law but is n,ot dependent on it.

ConGepts of justice affect the goals and strategies of political jus

tice by establishing standards by which to measure the legitimacy of govern

ment action. Ye~ the complexity and ambiguousness of the subject assures

the government some flexibility in its actions. It is at least open to
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government, under some conditions, to argue for the right to deviate from
~.

the rules where the res~lting harm may be sufficiently great. Or the

government may be able to sustain the position that attainment of certain

ends legitimizes the utilization of means which in the abstract, would be

prohibited. The concept of justice is normally a brake on repressive

government action; but it may also provide a rationale and a means for sus-

taining such action. under certain circumstances .

. One of the strongest assets of "political justice" is that it can

often capitalize on this ambiguity to legitimize what might otherwise be

easily recognized as repressive action. Relying on the system of justice

requires the government to make certain concessions to norms of fairness

and law. This reliance may have a payoff which more than justifies what-

ever concessions must be made. Government reliance on the system of jus-

·tice may actually increase the dependence of citizens on existing institu-

tions, and increase the manipulative social control capacity of the govern-

ment. To invoke the protection of the courts, one must acknowledge their

legitimacy--at least to the point of playing by the rules. Due process can

effectively exist only within an institutional context. Hence due process

serves to promote citizen attachment to existing authority, while limiting

government and protecting individual rights. If justice is equated with

rules, legality, and law, interests and grievances may be deflected away

from a focus on substantive issues which, in the long run, the government

f ' d h . 44may ~n more t reatenJ.ng.

Edelman noted continued strong support for the norm or myth of justice

even among those least favorably treated by the justice system, reflecting

, "the tenacity of widespread cognitions" resistant to change. If this is

indeed so, it is strong evidence of the utility and flexibility of the
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The desirability of maintain-

ing public support for existing patterns of justice may serve to check some

excesses or misuse. On the other hand, the limits within which governmental

action is perceived as just are probably broader than most people have here-

tofore imagined.

Ideally, a regime should follow policies widely perceived as "just"

but which at the same time maximize internal order and regime support. A

~ey sustaining function of government is to control the constant--and

possibly creative--tension between order and justice. The actions of

government officials and government policies, are among the most important

inputs into what citizens may view as justice received--or justice denied.

Sipce justice is not always a zero-sum enterprise it is possible to maxi-

mize citizen satisfactions across a broad spectrum of the electorate. This

. is more true of the "symbolic" than the material dimensions of justice, and

government policy is likely to be structured accordingly. It is probably

not necessary for all governmental acts to be perceived by any single indi-

vidual or group as uniformly "just." A group or individual assesses jus-

tice in relative terms, aCrOSS a whole band of governmental policies and

symbols which concern the individual or group.

Whether or not government chooses to conform, or how closely it chooses

to conform, to a legalistic model in dealing with any particular threat is

itself a variable of some complexity. Kuykendall has suggested that "legal-

istic behavior" is emphasized in periods of order and stability while sup

46
pressive behavior is emphasized in time of stress. His observation lacks

precision but it does effectively focus on the interplay of variables. Jus-

tice and order are sometimes symbiotic, at other times almost mutually
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exclusive. Justice--both real and apparent--may promote order; and claims

of injustice may promote disorder, by withdrawing legitimacy from the

government.

Yet justice and order are not always congruent. Cultural factors may

be important, as suggested by Goethe's observation that "if there has to be

a choice between injustice and disorder ... the German prefers injustice.,,47

Whether or not this is true of the Germans, it does suggest an endemic

dilemma of all societies. At those times when order is viewed as most

important, the likelihood of political justice is increased--at least in

those societies which also wish to maintain a commitment to justice and

individual rights.

Nature and Perception of Threat. A second group of variables likely

to determine goals and strategies of political justice is the type of

threat and the way it is perceived by the relevant authorities. Obviously

subjective questions of magnitude and timing are involved here. Evaluating

the severity of a particular threat and the appropriate response is rarely

an exercise in objective logic, any more than a regime's self perceptions

abqut its own needs or its prediction about the possible benefits--or

costs--to be expected from a particular course of action. A widely pursued

(Zourse of political justice that is ineffective or that -backfires may be

far more costly than mere inaction. A particular tactic may provoke the

sort of escalated resistance that only strengthens the hand of the opposi

tion and requires escalated--and perhaps ill-considered and excessive-

government action. There is also the need to consider a regime's supporters.

The goals of a particular strategy may be primarily directed at providing

symbolic reassurance to a regime's friends rather than actually doing away
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with its enemies. Yet what happens if that symbolic reassurance only pro-

vokes more demands by supporters to take more repressive and more risky

action against its opponents?

At the heart of this problem of perception is the lack of a consensus

on how much public order is needed, how the establishment or maintenance of

order relates to the authority needs of a regime, or how to predict the

acceptable costs of attempting to achieve one or the other. All this

differs between societies, and within a society. Hhat may be threatening
'.

under one set of circumstances may be tolerable under another. As Matthew

48
Holden has observed, it is a problem of the "critical mass." A dozen

violent crimes in a short time span may provoke demands for stern government

countermeasures. A similar number of crimes over a longer period of time,

or more widespread geographically, may cause less alarm. Today governments

accept a level of verbal criticism and abuse which would have been treated

as seditious and libelous in the period after Horld War I, and regarded as

disloyal after World War II. The boundary between political rights and

po:l-itical crime is constantly shifting. S'ince VJorld War I the trend has

been toward enlargement of political rights. This has resulted in new limi-

tations on formal government responses to signs of political disaffection.

As a result there may have been some shift in emphasis to less formal and

, 'bl ' f 1" l' , 49V1Sl e tactlcs 0 po ltlca Justlce.

The government's definition of acceptable "disorder" today is very

much dependent on, but also the creator of, citizen perceptions of what is

acutely threatening and w'hat is merely disagreeable. The widespread per-

ception that violent crime is rising and that life in big cities is less

safe makes it possible to create a political issue out of "law and order, WI

which engenders support for repressive government action, and for
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candidates who advocate such measures. A climate is created which encour-

ages "maximum" penalties for those convicted of ' crime. And it provides a

partial, if self-serving, rationalization for the invocation of other

government actions close to the margins of legality.

How the government defines a particular act of series of events is

important in several ways. First, its initial response may be critical in

shaping citizen perceptions about the acts in question and about its own

role in regard to them. Second, as Rose and Miller remind us, the govern-

ment may limit or define its own response by the way it defines an act

... 11 50
~n~t~a y. If it dismisses a protest demonstr.ation as "merely hoo1igan-

ism" or as the solitary work of a few dissidents it will not have provided

sufficient justification for calling out the National Guard or declaring a

state of martial law or otherwise suspending constitutional guarantees. On

the other hand, if the government defines the same event as a riot, this has

more serious and more political overtones, and government will be expected

to react with a greater show of force. But at the same time it will be

admitting the existence of widespread dissatisfactions with its policies

and greater threats to its power and authority. For the same reasons a

51government may be reluctant to label an "ordinary anti-social act" as a

political crime, especially when it is precisely this label which is

coveted by the perpetrators of the' act; they see it as a defense (or at

least a good appeal to a jury) against charges of illegal acts where the

facts are not in dispute and the law itself does not provide an exception

for political motivation. If by its verbal cues the government contributes

to citizen unrest and insecurity, then by its actions it must seek to

alleviate those feelings.
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Similarly, flag burning, destruction of draft cards, marijuana con-

sumption, pornography, homosexuality, abortion, petty gambling, and prosti-

tution may not directly threaten the public order or regime stability, but

their indirect impact on the political system is considerable. Such prac-

tices, even if they do not directly challenge the political system, are

often associated ~vi th life styles and values which some citizens regard as

immoral and as threats to legitimate authority ; ,they may be regarded as

more threatening than crimes of violence or "clean" crimes which result in

serious economic loss to individuals or to the society.

Such "crimes without victims" often reflect stratification in wealth

d 11 d 'ff . 52an power as we as J. erences J.n norms. It is not the act itself so

much as the fact of deviance that elicits a hostile response and stimulates

recourse to the criminal sanction. The President's Crime Commission

recently pointed out that Americans see crime in moral rather than social

terms; Americans believe that man is responsible individually for his

actions. 53 Crime is seen as the result of moral failings rather than as

the result of unfavorable environments. This view of crime, associated

wi th what Francis Allen has called the "rehabilitative ideal," has obvious

conservative consequences.
54

It ignores the relationship of a particular

"criminal" act to its social background, and tends to divert attention from

the social consequences of determining what is and what is not criminal.

Since the problem is perceived as one of individual deviance, social respon-

sibility is denied, the criminal law is deemed the most appropriate

response, and the threats to legitimacy of the regime which the act might

precipitate are minimized. Furthermore, the use of "excessive force," or

other departures from the norms of enforcement behavior, are more easily

justified--both morally and po1itica11y--when the cause of deviance is
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assumed to lie within the individual. At the same time actions against

deviant individuals will indirectly affect the broader causes or groups

which represent the real "threats."

Legislatures will typically ~efine deviant acts as criminal offenses.

Of course, there is a wide gap between legislative prohibition and judicial

enforcement. But the successes or failures of criminal sanctions are not

to be judged entirely by the numbers of people charged with crimes. Far

more people in the United States who are involuntarily confined to an insti,...,

tution are undergo'ing "treatment" rather than "punishment." Criminalization

of deviant acts (including political crimes) stigmatizes those acts, and

brands their associated subcultures as immoral or inferior. It allows those

who disapprove to feel morally superior because they refrain from similar

indulgences and because they see themselves as acting or thinking in the

public interest. This results in a form of symbolic confirmation of values.

Many people are less interested in the efficacy of enforcement than in the

symbolic satisfaction of knowing that they are on the side of the law, that

they, as Berkowitz and Lutterman put it, are "socially responsible. ,,55

That ,the acts of which they disapprove are legally condemned may lull

critics into a state of quiescence and relatively passive regime support;

or it may act positively to increase levels of trust, support and efficacy

by assuring citizens that at least some of their complaints are being dealt

with. Paradoxically the criminal statute (and associated enforcement

effort) which condemns a particular form of behavior may have a greater

suppressant or support-inducing effect on its "sponsors" than on its

intended objects.
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Joseph Gusfield noted the importance of the law as a device by which

those needing reassurance about their own values stigmatized the values of

others. He argued that Prohibition, while it may not have controlled the

consumption of alcohol, did allow rural Protestant America to stigmatize

urban immigrants and Catholics who, because of their greater affinity for

56alcohol, could be labeled less worthy. Much the same sentiment was

expressed earlier by Thurman Arnold:

Most unenforced criminal laws survive in order to satisfy
moral objections to established modes of conduct. They are
unenforced because we want to continue our conduct~ and
unrepealed because we want to preserve our morals. J7

The imposition of criminal sanctions upon those who not only violate

certain norms but oppose them as well, may constitute severe political

repression. But the toleration of systematic evasion of such laws by the

deviant subcultures they are designed to suppress, while dominant groups

continue to proclaim their virtue, may in fact be a far more subtle and

effective, if unintended, weapon for achieving order and stability in a

multicultural or multiclass society. Conflict between groups is reduced

to tolerable levels when each group obtains some measure of satisfaction.

Those who oppose the behavior in question receive symbolic reassurance

that they are right and additional satisfaction from believing that deviants

are suffering the consequences. At the same time, the practicalities of

law enforcement, including the gap in values between those who support a

law and those who enforce it, and the protections of due process rules,

allows the controversial behavior to continue relatively uninhibited.

Direct contact between the groups is minimized. Because the law is under-

enforced deviants receive some assurance that their values or conduct are

not entirely illegitimate. In Gusfield's words:

.... _..-_. .... -_.- - .._._- ..
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Conflict between the two groups is thus minimized. The
existence of divergent and potentially conflicting cultures
"does not necessarily constitute any particular problem for
the society as a whole so long as the two groups are not in
direct interaction and do not directly confront one another's
differing orientations. "58

Conversely, where systematic evasion of such norms is not tolerated, and

where important resources are directed to full enforcement, conflict may be

exacerbated. The risks of promoting alienation through enforcement or non-

enforcement, must be balanced against the possibility that use of the crim-

ina1 sanction will actually narrow the moral gaps between groups.

Systematic evasion is particularly useful in reducing conflict where

open political compromise is difficult or impossible to obtain, as is

frequently the case where there is conflict over fundamental values. Com-

promise is much less difficult where there is conflict over material goods

which can be translated into monetary terms and are inherently more suscep-

tib1e to bargaining.

Gusfield points to another phenomenon: relabeling a particular deviant

act to make it more acceptable to the group opposing it. The nation is

already prone to use euphemisms in commercial and political discourse.

Drug users can be labeled "sickll rather than "evil." The moral dimensions

of prostitution, abortion, and excessive use of alcohol are absorbed into

the concern over health. The offender becomes the object of solicitude

rather than punishment. The acts or values remain unacceptable, but con-

cern shifts to the personal or social forces which brought the acts about.

Treatment becomes the appropriate response, although deviants who are

"treated"may in fact be dealt w:i,.th more harshly than those who are "pun-

ished." More important, relabeling can often succeed in depoliticizing the
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acts, or the motivations of the actors. The drug offender is the best

example. By labeling him as sick, use of drugs as a means of political

protest is obscured. His flaunting of disobedience to the law and his

rejection of prevailing norms, need not be considered as part of an aggre

gate form of deviance, but as an individual, and less threatening, form. 59

Relabelin~, of course, can also be applied to governmental acts or

policies, which become "sick" or eVil, or repressive, or fascist, or the

like. Such labels rationalize withdrawal of support--perhaps even the com-

mission of unlawful acts.

Relabeling is less effective against acts of open political dissidence.

For one thing the threat to dominant interests may be perceived as more

direct, and compromise less practicable. Where the possibility of conver-

sion is low, the appropriate response may be to deal harshly. Formal polit-

ical re-education is always a possibility and is openly practiced in some

countries. But is is doubtful that political deviance can be effectively

eliminated or curtailed in this way in a nontotalitarian society, apart,

perhaps, from surface recantations under threat of sanction. Individuals

may conform but ideas are more difficult to suppress. A more common

approach is to place greater emphasis on inculcating and socializing others
!

in the population to the desired values, and devising conformity rituals

such as loyalty oaths. The need to stigmatize political dissidence often

diminishes as events which caused it fade into history or as the dominant

ideology absorbs--and thus legitimizes--what once was the radical's creed.

Groups--or values--which are not openly in defiance of the law or in

opposition to prevailing values but which are nonetheless considered as

potential threats to order and authority, are difficult to deal with. The
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difficulty is compounded when what is threatening in the action of such

groups is the claim that, as applied to themselves, society and the govern-

ment have failed to live up to their own ideals. Here the strategy and

tactics must be considerably more subtle. It is simply impossible to

"explain" or accept the disparity between rich and poor, or black and white,

without admitting contradictions between the ideal and reality. One typical

response is to attack the methods by which such groups seek a redress of

their grievances as contrary to other fundamental values, e.g., poverty or

racism should be eliminated but not by civil disobedience. Another

response is to undercut the worthiness of members of such groups, for

example, by distinguishing between the r1deserving" and the nundeserving"

poor, or by exposing leaders of such groups as immoral, unethical, or power-

hungry. Finally, a less acceptable but still utilized alternative is to

challenge the legitimacy of a group's aspirations, by asserting that its

leaders (almost never its rank and file members) have been taken in by, or

more explicitly are servants of, a foreign ideology or some other sinister

conspiracy to subvert the established order.

The criminalization of morals offenses--with or without toleration of

norm evasion--relabeling, political surveillance and harassment, and con-

formity rituals are among the less open and more indirect methods of

dealing with political dissidence, or with conditions of group conflict

that have some potential for causing disorder and eroding support of the

regime. Beyond these, there always lies the possibility of resort to more

formal legal actions, including political trials. Use of such tactics will

vary according to whether the threat consists of (a) a deliberate political

crime, such as espionage or sedition, (b) politically motivated violations

•

j
----------------------------------------------------
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the defendants had done what they said
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of essentially nonpolitical criminal laws, and (c) other threatening condi-

tions including the existence of dissident groups, or their activities, or

those of highly visible individual dissidents.

Balbus suggests that resort to formal law has both advantages and dis

60
advantages. Short-run threats are best dealt with less formally, outside

the official framework of legally prescribed remedies. Many have noted the

dilemma inherent in efforts to enforce both law and order. More serious

threats, particularly if they fall into categories (a) and (b), may provoke

"legal" responses. There are advantages to the government in following

ordinary legal procedures and, perhaps even more important, in depicting

the threatening actions as ordinary crimes without political motives.

"Criminalizing" an act immediately deprives it of some legitimacy. The

government gains tactical advantages when it forces those who committed

certain acts to defend themselves in an arena chosen by the government.

This is especially true where the procedural rules to be applied (e.g., the

rules of eVidence, and legal definitions of the crimes), serve to focus

attention on facts, and turn attention away from the political justifica-

tions which may have motivated its commission. Thus, in the conspiracy

trial of Dr. Spack, the defense was prohibited from arguing the illegality

of the war in Vietnam. The charge was conspiracy to obstruct the draft.

The evidence consisted of showing certain otherwise legal acts by Dr. Spock

and his co-conspirators--speeches and the delivery of surrendered registra-

tion certificates to the Department of Justice--which amounted to such

obstruction. The judge decided, that, as a matter of law, the alleged (and

admitted) acts constituted a crime. The jury was left only to decide if

they had done--and it so decided.
6l

62
appeal, but the case aptly
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illustrates the point that the most successful political prosecutions are

those which are ostensibly least political. Formally, there are few polit-

ical crimes il1 American law, but it is almost always to the interest of
\

d f d 1 · h h' ., 1" 11 ' d 63e en ants to c a~m t at t e~r prosecut~on ~s po ~t~ca y mot~vate .

We have ~rgued that often it is to the government's advantage to treat

political dissidence as ordinary crime, clothed, as Balbus notes, in the

1 d d f f 1 . I' 64 Y h 1 i kanguage an proce ures 0 orma rat~ona ~ty. et t ere are a so r s s.

Losing political cases, o~ enough of them, may result in a long-run with-

drawal of legitimacy both from the government and from the legal system.

The government must decide if this risk is worth the achievement of shorter-

run goals, Use of the courts to control political dissidence is undoubt-

edly inefficient--costly and time consuming, Yet its advantages as a

strategy often outweigh its disadvantages. Recourse to the courts also

gives dissidents an unparalleled forum for advancing their own views and

exposing what they regard as the corruptness of the government. Legitimacy

is a critical political resource--for both sides--and its enhancement or

preservation is an important strategic consideration.

III

Political justice is a specialized form of social control. Like other

forms of social control the dimensions and frequency of its occurrence

reflect certain key features of the society--its commitment to the use of

the law, Or legal forms, in social control, its definition of justice and

other norms which may limit government action, the degree of dissensus and

the perceived relationship between dissensus and legitimacy, and the avail-

ability and efficacy of other, perhaps less costly, strategies. Political

justice is not an isolated phenomenon and cannot be understood apart from
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its cultural milieu. We have suggested that it is usually a residual

strategy called into being to supplant or reinforce more routine strategies

of social control.

There are many other strategies or devices of social control. Two in

particular require mention, as especially relevant to an understanding of

political justice. In a liberal, pluralist society, stability and order

depend on involving citizens in activities which promote their stake in,

and allegiance to, the dominant regime. The unarticu1ated premise is that

such activities should absorb their interests and divert their attention

from government. Duverger has suggested that depo1iticizing events favors

the established order.
65

And Kornhauser has noted how an overlapping group

structure tends to keep people absorbed in nonpolitical activities. 66 But

not all involvement is order producing or allegiance reinforcing. The

legitimacy of group action makes groups a useful device and focus for dissi

dent activity. The group's very existence becomes a potential source of

conflict which may threaten the regime. In such situations, where a pri

mary mechanism of control and order has failed, alternatives will be sought.

Political justice prOVides a major option in such circumstances because it

helps to break down political deviance of groups into individual transgres

sions, which are then punished by law; this gives government a controlled,

manageable, yet potentially effective, response.

Social control is also promoted by widespread dissemination of norms

such as justice, equality, and legality which imply that under certain cir

cumstances government will protect its citizens, grant them benefits, and

recognize their basic "rights." Yet, as Lawrence Friedman has observed,

the interest of the government in promoting the concept of "rights" is

-- ------ ---------------
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balanced by the need to limit excessive exercise of rights: "if everybody

67suddenly claimed his due the system would be gravely overloaded." The

unwillingness or inability of government to fulfill its promises would

become apparent. Many "rights" conflict with each other in practice, if

not in principle; others would lose value in the process of bureaucratic

enforcement or distribution. Accepting as fact the proposition that all

theoretically valid rights could not actually be granted or enforced, it

is important to government to pursue a course of action which maximizes

citizen belief in these rights but minimizes the chances that they will in

fact all be claimed. One way of qoing this is by promoting rights

abstractly; the greater the level of abstraction at which they are recog-

nized, the less chance they will be operationalized.

Protest movements and dissident groups are often at their most threat-

ening, when they demand the actualization of rights. Political justice,

with its reliance on legal forms, is often thought to be an appropriate

strategic response. For reasons already suggested, it may also be a risky

maneuver, serving only to expose the very contradictions between theory and

practice which the dissident gorup is advertising. Both the effectiveness

and the risks of political justice are dependent on the level of rights

consciousness which characterizes a particular culture or society.

In a very important sense all justice is political. This impedes,

though it does not deny, the possibility of efforts to isolate and under-

stand the pervasive phenomenon of political justice in the modern demo~

cratic state. The objective of this essay was to begin the process of

transforming the term from a largely subjective and pejorative concept to a

tool of analysis capable, ultimately, of guiding empirical research. We

have described some legal, social, and political parameters which move us

---------------------------------------_._---- ._--------- ------- ---
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closer to a more concrete definition and a more realistic view. Yet the

concept remains elusive. It remains difficult to separate political jus-

tice from mere government illegality, though we know the two are not the

same. Certainly, not all injustice is the result of political justice, yet

surely much of the impact of political justice is, by any standards, unjust.

Political justice may, in certain circumstances, be a force for good.

It preserves the form and structure of political authority while at the

same time it allows a level of conflict among competing groups and ideol-
(

ogies that may be, on the whole, relatively healthy. Even the passage of a

criminal statute which, on its face appears repressive, must be recognized

for what it often is: a compromise between those who counsel more severe

measures and those who seek to decrease the repression potential of govern-

ment action by subjecti.ng it to the limits of legal process. Alan Wolfe

has written that repressive political laws often follow rather than precede

the demise of a target group; the law proclaims the victory (or compromise)

but is not the prime generating force behind it. 68

Perhaps the key to understanding political justice is the recognition

that it is a pervasive phenomenon, made up of many different kinds of acts.

These are usually designed to be temporary (often symbolic) solutions,

rather than more permanent regulatory policies. They are most likely to

occur at times of great political stress, often when a prior consensus

about certain values or a heretofore stable balance of power is disintegrat-

ing. Political justice, like judicial lawmaking, is an interstitial pro-

cess, which arises more out of perceived necessity than out of conviction.
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